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Saw an immense flock of [[snow bunting][snow buntings]] flying; they feed at this season (as do also [[snow bird][snow birds]] [[tree sparrow][tree sparrows]] and [[gold finch][gold finches]]) on the seeds of certain tall bank weeds.

Wednesday, January 31, 1866

I heard plainly a flock of [[cherry bird][cherry birds]], which are the first. I do not think that the [[blue jay][blue jays]] are around now for I have been to all their haunts without seeing any.

Thursday, February 1

A [[mottled owl]] was seen today; seen again on the 4th; shot on the 5th
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the lid of the coffin which was painted black. I was desirous to relate that at the grave the corpse was taken out and stripped of all the fine clothes, then a crucible was cared for each different article which in the above, crevices, etc. The corpse remaining in the grave one year, it was then taken up. The bones placed into the open which is buried inside the Church—the grave stones remain as before. I was too ill to go to Church on any plea. The day but remained on the sofa.

Sunday, April 23rd. I went out early to close & found all the shops closed except the inhab. such a fine frosty day. In the clearers we did not keep many horses. After breakfast we rode in break up to the castle and I observed the remains enjoying the fine fresh snow over the castor theatre of valleys & mountains—accident banks of strawberries. The new railway—Bon桴et Bovet & the Legaie the sea were at sea & the apples showed through lovely light & shadows & a half rainbow. The town in the tires than I suppose to look down where the houses are to bright & with colored trees such a gay red. The Church was well placed, surrounded is me to the beautiful each clearly into some part of the village and the whole house perfectly united from with trees chiefly figs and espares—me to finish it.
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What's a Wiki-link?

- [[[canonical name|text]]]

I have met several fine people here: Mr. [[[Laurence M. Klauber|L. M. Klauber]]], an engineer, and his friend [[[H. R. Peckham]]], both informative and ready to help
What's behind a Wiki-link?

[[Laurence M. Klauber|L. M. Klauber]]

• Page (id: 4252, title: “S1 Page 3”)
• Subject (id: 8712, title: “Laurence M. Klauber”)
• Subject_Category (“People”)
• Page_Subject_Link (page_id: 4252, subject_id: 8712, text: “L.M.Klauber”)
What can you do with it?

[[Laurence M. Klauber|L. M. Klauber]]

• Show all pages which mention the subject
• Automatically suggest mark-up in new pages.
• Pre-populate searches with variants
• Mine mark-up for correspondences
What can you do with it?
[[Laurence M. Klauber|L. M. Klauber]]
• Show all pages which mention the subject
• Automatically suggest mark-up in new pages.
• Pre-populate searches with variants
• Mine mark-up for correspondences
• Export!
1925: Joseph Grinnell’s field notes

Edition created from new transcripts of this manuscript.
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